
POWERFUL DESTINY EXCERPT:   

   

When the boy turned and began to run back the way he had come, Rolf motioned for Ragnar, 

his youngest warrior, to catch him. As Ragnar reached the boy, now struggling against his hold, 

a female appeared like a wraith out of the darkness of the cliff face. Rolf guessed she emerged 

from a concealed cave.   

“Would you kill a child as well as our menfolk?” she challenged clearly, her voice ringing out 

across the distance, bouncing off the cliff and resounding with an echo.   

Rolf stared as if struck, feeling suddenly as confused as the child, for her words were spoken 

in his native tongue. Then, as the moon drifted out from behind a cloud, Rolf let out a gasp.    

The woman stood straight and proud, long hair as black as the night falling to her middle. A 

band around her forehead secured its flowing beauty. Her clothing was no different from that 

worn by any other Celtic female encountered in his past, but something about her bearing 

proclaimed that she was very different in some way. As she touched some sort of talisman at 

her belt, she muttered what could have been an incantation. Perhaps she was praying to her 

gods.   

In all his life and many travels, never had he seen such a vision of loveliness. Then Rolf cursed 

beneath his breath. What was he thinking? This was a Celtic female, only fit for becoming a 

slave. Nevertheless, there was something about this female that told him she would be no 

man's slave, no matter how he tried to break her spirit.    

Then a thought hit him like a thunderbolt. He had no wish to enslave her, but perhaps he could 

capture her heart. That idea astounded him so, that he turned away and took a few steadying 

breaths. As he did, he could clearly see that some of his men were casting odd looks his way 

as they awaited orders. Who could blame them?    

What childish nonsense was this? Never in his many summers was his head filled with such 

ridiculous notions. Norse warriors did not bother with such fancies—so where did these 

thoughts spring from. For the first time in many moons, Rolf felt uneasy, more like a boy 

untutored in love and life.   

Stiffening his shoulders, Rolf turned to face her and asked, more to conceal this confusion 

than anything else. “How is it you speak our language?”   

Ignoring his question, she asked one of her own. “How is it you think it your right to invade 

our country and kill our menfolk?” As she moved a step or two away from the rockface, he 

noticed she carried a sword with confidence. A confidence unusual for a Celtic female. A few 

Norse women carried weapons with bravado and these shield maidens were well skilled in 

battle, but the Celtic women were not known to be so brave and capable in sword battles. In 

his curious fascination with her beauty, he had failed to see the weapon. Unwise in such 

circumstances. Celts were not to be trusted, be they male or female.   



Rolf gripped his axe handle tighter, as he said curtly, “Perhaps if your menfolk did not put up 

a fight we might have learned to live side by side in harmony.”    

Without flinching, she pressed the blade of her sword into the ground in front of her and as 

the cloud lifted further, he could see her expression. A small sound of disgust left her perfectly 

shaped lips. In fact, now he could view her clearly, Rolf wondered if she were a goddess—for 

she was nigh on perfect in every way. Surely only the gods attained such perfection. The Norse 

gods and goddesses dwelt in Asgard, so it was believable that the Celts possessed their own 

haven for their gods.   

“You think we could ever reach such harmony?” Her beautiful mouth curved down into a smirk 

of disdain. “You kill our men; take our women and children as slaves.” Tugging the sword from 

the ground, she held it aloft. “We are prepared to die before we allow you to take us as your 

slaves.” At these words, she turned the sword until its hilt hit the sandy ground, and then bent 

forward until the blade pointed to her body, right below her breast. Clearly all she had to do 

was fall forward and she would be lost to him forever.    

Rolf let out a cry. “No! Stay your hand.”   
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Vikings are a personal favorite of mine, so I was eager to read author Tricia McGill’s take on 
the time period. I was not disappointed. Her knowledge of the history is wonderful, as are her 
descriptions of both the good and the bad that came with the era. 
The scenes set in Celtic/Norse history were well done, as was the notion of Brigid’s sacrifice 
to save her fellow townspeople. The fact that she was drawn to someone so dis-similar from 
herself was not a surprise, as it’s a genre staple for the historical romance. However, well-
written as it was, even the familiar was enjoyable. 
I especially enjoyed the contemporary setting and the idea of two reincarnated lovers finding 
each other for a second time … true soulmates. 
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Rolf, a valiant Norseman, warrior, and leader of his people, in one lifetime, and a recluse and 
artist in another lifetime. 
Brigid, a Celt, beautiful daughter of the leader, and captured prisoner, in one lifetime, and an 
outgoing, ready-for-life-to-happen woman in another lifetime. 
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Part One takes place in Britain circa 850. A.D. when Rolf, a jarl, and his companions raid East 
Anglia. They defeat the Celts and search for their women. Rolf’s men ‘looked at him – the light 
of eagerness clear on their grim, blood-spattered faces.’ A child ran towards them. Rolf 
ordered his men not to kill him…it sickened him to see a female or a child killed for any reason.  
Brigid, a Celtic princess, comes out of a cave and challenges him in Norse. ‘In all his travels 
Rolf has never seen such a vision of loveliness. He caught his breath, the Celtic female was 
only fit to become a slave but, perhaps he could capture her heart.’ He promised neither she 
nor the womenfolk would be harmed if they come out of their hiding place.  She capitulates 
and realises Rolf is not ‘a savage, bloodthirsty animal which rumour claimed’.    
From the moment Rolf sets eyes on Brigid he knows she is his destiny. A destiny which does 
not end in their present lives but continues in the 21st century in Cornwall.   
“From the top of the lighthouse, keeper Rolf stared at the raging sea “as it beat relentlessly 
against the rocks, spray rose high in the air.” As a former member of the Merchant Navy, “the 
sea held no fear for him. In fact, he’d always loved it and the raw beauty that surrounded his 
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develops that will endure for years to come - to the present day. Rolf, a loner living in Cornwall 
meets a beautiful spirited widow, Brigid. The attraction is instant, unusual dreams are made 
clear. Are they descended from the powerful Norseman and his beautiful wife Brigid? I think 
so. 
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short and so the love story was hurried. I enjoyed the strong character of Brigid, who would 
have rather fallen upon a sword then be captured by Rolf. Her loyalty is clearly shown when 
she is given a choice to either become Rolf’s woman or her countrywoman would be allowed 
to become slaves and no longer under his protection. This meant they could be either ravished 
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or sent out as slaves. She is very much surprised on how much her passion is aroused when 
they make love. 
Rolf is portrayed as a different type of a Viking, he cares for what happens to those that are 
weaker then him. His fascination and love for Brigid is fated to be. He makes sure that she is 
comfortable and all her needs are met. What he doesn’t know, even though there was an 
oracle who predicted something would happen, was a woman who tried to poison Brigid. She 
thought that if Brigid was out of the way, he would marry her daughter. 
Then we are brought to the future to two people who have he same name, and both have a 
fascination with Viking and Celtic history. When they meet in the book store the author does 
a great job of showing their attraction to each other and the confusion as to why they should 
feel like this. Neither one wants to let the other leave their sights, and both feel the pull that 
is like they knew each other from long ago.  
This is full of such romance, loyalty, and history that I would highly recommend it to anyone 
who enjoys these topics.  
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The Vikings were a greatly feared people, and they ranged far and wide. This was seen in how 
Ms. McGill explains Rolf in the first half of the story but when Rolf sees his "destiny" he realizes 
she's meant to be his although he is now her enemy and her captor. Brigid has to learn to 
accept the fate that has destroyed her life but offered her a new chance at happiness.  
This story is all about reincarnation which is something I believe strongly in and is very warm 
to my heart. I just love how Ms. McGill explains everything in the story which is transcending. 
Ms. McGill has a wonderful knowledge about vikings which sucked me into this book then did 
not let me go. In-fact there is no sugar-coating the horrors of the Viking raids and at that time, 
the raids were bloody and merciless. However, people of that time did not have the choices 
we have now. War and raids were a fact of life, especially along the coast.   
The second part of the story takes place in modern times, when another Rolf, looking for a 
gift for his niece, bumps into a woman who seems eerily familiar, and he finds himself 
wondering if destiny, or fate, really does exist. A romantic fast moving book will sweep you 
away to another time and place then make you believe in a love ruled by fate. I'm pretty down 
with that and you should to. 
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I was excited to read another of Tricia McGill's books. I have to admit, I've been a fan of 
her writing since I read her first one!  
Do you believe in reincarnation? Can passion travel through the ages? And do you think that 
there are people destined to be together? The story opens with a Viking raid on a Celtic 
village, where Rolf, the Viking leader, meets Brigid, a Celtic woman. There is no sugar-
coating the horrors of the Viking raids. At that time, the raids were bloody and merciless. 
But people of that time did not have the choices we have now.  War and raids were a fact of 
life, especially along the coast. The Vikings were a greatly feared people, and they ranged far 
and wide. When Rolf sees Brigid, he realizes she's meant to be his. He has found his destiny. 
But in a cruel twist of fate, he is now her enemy and her captor. Brigid has to learn to accept 
the fate that has destroyed her life but offered her a new chance at happiness. The second 
part of the story takes place in modern times, when another Rolf, looking for a gift for his 



neice, bumps into a woman who seems eerily familiar, and he finds himself wondering if 
destiny, or fate, really does exist. A romantic, fast moving novella - this book will sweep you 
away to another time and place, and make you believe in a love ruled by fate.  
Highly recommended to readers of romance, historical romance, and time travel romance. 
Fans of Barbara Erskine will adore this tale! 
 
4 stars Katherine Pym “A lovely Tale of Past & Present.”  
I enjoyed this tale of past and present, long ago in the land of the Celts, Vikings and current 
day Cornwall, the description of which is wonderful. Made me want to go there and stare over 
the railing at the roiling sea. It was never mentioned, but it seemed the past Rolf & Brigid of 
ancient Viking lore switched when reincarnated into the present. Their names the same, Rolf 
of the past became Brigid of the present. The idea is a great one and it came as a lovely 
surprise. If you want to plunge into the seas of the past and present, then I recommend you 
read Ms McGill. 
 
4 stars Iron Canuck  http://christinewoinich.booklikes.com/  
A powerful destiny through time. Enjoyed this easy quick read. 
Fate, destiny, love. Strong through time. I enjoyed reading this story beginning with the Celts 
and Norsemen. Brigid was a strong woman, accepting of her fate, and realizing her destiny 
was with her love. Rolf knew his fate, his destiny was to be with this woman, and he treated 
her with such respect and reverence, beyond what was the norm for the time. They made a 
wonderful pair. Brigid and Rolf in the present had that instant attraction and were of a mind 
to be honest about it from the start. I loved how the circle came around. I recommend this 
book. 
I received an ARC as a gift through Goddessfish Promotions, and this is my unsolicited review. 
 
4 stars FY Emerson  “Loved the Premise” 
I enjoyed this tale of past and present, long ago in the land of the Celts, Vikings and current 
day Cornwall, the description of which is wonderful. Made me want to go there and stare over 
the railing at the roiling sea. It was never mentioned, but it seemed the past Rolf & Brigid of 
ancient Viking lore switched when reincarnated into the present. Their names the same, Rolf 
of the past became Brigid of the present. The idea is a great one and it came as a lovely 
surprise. If you want to plunge into the seas of the past and present, then I recommend you 
read Ms McGill. 
 
4 stars “True Love, Soulmates, Destiny, and Fate!!” Ally Swanson https://fabulousandbrunette.blogspot.com 

This book will make you believe in true love, soulmates, destiny, and fate!! 
This book takes you on a whirlwind romance of two characters across two different time 
periods that shows no matter what setting they’re in – they were always meant to be 
together!! 
At first, we see Rolf and Brigid in a more complex backdrop, during 850 AD.  Rolf is a Norse 
warrior that just invaded Brigid’s homeland.  Rolf killed the Celts there, including Brigid’s 
father.  However, after seeing Brigid, he is instantly drawn to her and decides to make a deal 
with her.  If she agrees to be his, he will spare all the captured Celtic woman and children.  She 
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of course agrees, always thinking of others, even though she at first repulses Rolf. 
Okay skip ahead a bit and now we are in present day Cornwall.  Rolf and Brigid bump into 
each other at a local bookshop.  Now, they don’t know that they are reincarnations of those 
two earlier characters, but they are drawn to each other and feel like they have met 
before.  There is serious instant attraction and it’s super cute to see the chemistry and how 
well they fit back together. 
The second half was definitely more my favorite part of the story.  I loved the characters 
interaction trying to figure out how they knew each other and just how well they fit back in 
each other’s life – like no time had passed.  It made me think about those times when I meet 
someone and have that instant spark and feel like I know them from somewhere...  Maybe 
I’m going to have to take that more seriously next time lol. 
Although, as I just stated I like the second half best, I would be remiss if I didn’t mention the 
first half being done exceptionally well with regards to creating the Viking ambience. The 
author did a remarkable job setting up the scene for the Viking raid on the Celtic village.  It 
was very historically detailed, bloody, gory, ruthless, and fierce!  Very Viking-ish if I remember 
my history lol. 
It is clear that the author is well versed in her historical references which ups the ante to her 
romance writing as it gives them real-life and hard fact context. 
The writing style is fluid, well developed, and at a steady pace. 
All in all, I enjoyed reading this book and would absolutely recommend this book to anyone 
interested in a romantic, historical, reincarnation book. 
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“Given that I’m a fan of the TV show Vikings, I was a huge fan of this novel. I was hooked from 
page one and loved the way the author weaved her story. This reincarnation story is all about 
fate, destiny and love.” 
 
 
   


